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MMOORREE  MMEE  

KKNNOOWW SSAALLLLIIEE  TTOOMMAATTOO

Material Solid Brass unknown unknown Steel & Brass unknown unknown
Application Leather Craft (H) Garmet Plus (M) Craft (L-M) Leather Craft (H) Handbags (M) (M)

Cap 44..77 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Post Height 5.6 + 7.9
Post Width

Cap 66 66 66 66  ((sstteeeell)) n/a 66
Post Height 6.4 7.5 6 5 + 6 6
Post Width 6.4 + 7.9 2.5 2.4 Base=6

Cap 77 77 n/a 77  ((bbrraassss)) n/a n/a
Post Height 7.9 + 9.0 8.5 6
Post Width 2.5

Cap nn//aa 88 88 88  ((sstteeeell)) n/a 88
Post Height 9.5 8 8 + 13 Med=8 + Lg=13
Post Width 3 2.6 Base=8

Cap 99..22 99 n/a n/a 99 n/a
Post Height 7.9, 9.5, + 12.7 10.5 9
Post Width 3 unknown

Cap nn//aa 1100 1100 1100  ((bbrraassss)) n/a n/a
Post Height 11.5 10 13
Post Width 3.25 2.8

Cap 1111 1111 nn//aa n/a n/a n/a
Post Height 12.7 + 15.0 12
Post Width unknown

Cap nn//aa 1122 1122 ?? n/a n/a
Post Height unknown unknown
Post Width

Cap nn//aa nn//aa nn//aa 1133  ((bbrraassss)) n/a n/a
Post Height
Post Width

RIVETS BY POPULAR BRANDS

LEGEND:  M-L=Medium-to-Light/great for craft or lighter-weight bags (posts may be somewhat shorter for heavyweight use), M=Medium use such as 
for garments/or in larger sizes for vinyl bags in sizes available with taller posts, H=can support heavy-weight usage for all leather applications including 
bags (various post heights available for most durable usage)
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While you can use universal rivet setters (and non-branded dies if they fit), for the most compatible appearance (meaning no indents on the rivet or 
impression marks left on fabric around the rivet), use the compatible setting tools provided or recommended by the brand. The curvature shape of the 
cap top, post height, post width, and base diameter can vary for the same cap-sized rivet.  While most people select their rivets based on cap size, the 
best way to choose an appropriate sized rivet for a secure fit, is based on the post/stem height. The correct post height is one where approximately 
2mm is sticking out beyond the fabric thickness. Some rivets are more durable (and less "soft") than others depending on the material they are made of.  
Softer materials are more prone to denting. Typically Rivets geared to leather, are offered in the most durable materials and may be slighlty more 
expensive. The best rivet is the one which is made of the right materials for the job in the correct post height.


